Chapter 6

Some Problems about Rationality

In what follows I shall discuss a philosophical problem arising out of the practice of anthropologists and sociologists which may be stated, in a general and unanalysed form, as follows: when I come across a set of beliefs which appear \textit{prima facie} irrational, what should be my attitude towards them? Should I adopt a critical attitude, taking it as a fact about the beliefs that they \textit{are} irrational, and seek to explain how they came to be held, how they manage to survive unproven by rational criticism, what their consequences are, and so on? Or should I treat such beliefs charitably: should I begin from the assumption that what appears to me to be irrational may be interpreted as rational when fully understood in its context? More briefly, the problem comes down to whether or not there are alternative standards of rationality.

There are, of course, a number of different issues latent in the problem as I have stated it. In particular, it will be necessary to distinguish between the different ways in which beliefs may be said to be irrational. There are, for example, important differences and asymmetries between falsehood, inconsistency and nonsense. Also there are different sorts of belief; indeed there are difficult problems about what is to count as a belief. Let us, however, leave the analysis of the problem until a later stage in the argument.
First, I shall set out a number of different answers to it that have been offered by anthropologists and philosophers with respect to primitive magical and religious beliefs. In doing so I make no claim to comprehensiveness. These and related issues have been widely debated throughout the history of anthropology; all I aim to do here is to compare a number of characteristic positions. It is, however, worth stressing at this point that I do not pose the problem as a problem in anthropology but rather as a philosophical problem\(^4\) raised in a particularly acute form by the practice of anthropology. It is raised, though in a less clear-cut form, by all sociological and historical inquiry that is concerned with beliefs.

Second, I shall try to separate out a number of distinct criteria of rationality which almost all discussions of these issues have confused. Finally, I shall make some attempt at showing which of these criteria are context-dependent and which are universal, and why.

Let us compare for plausibility five different answers to the problem.  
(1) First, there is the view that the seeming irrationality of the beliefs involved in primitive religion and magic constitutes no problem, for those beliefs are to be interpreted as symbolic. Take, for instance, the following passages from Dr Leach:

>a very large part of the anthropological literature on religion concerns itself almost wholly with a discussion of the content of belief and of the rationality or otherwise of that content. Most such arguments seem to me to be scholastic nonsense. As I see it, myth regarded as a statement in words 'says' the same thing as ritual regarded as a statement in action. To ask questions about the content of belief which are not contained in the content of ritual is nonsense. . . . In parts of this book I shall make frequent reference to Kachin mythology but I shall make no attempt to find any logical coherence in the myths to which I refer. Myths for me are simply one way of describing certain types of human behaviour.\(^3\)

And again,

the various nats of Kachin religious ideology are, in the last analysis, nothing more than ways of describing the formal relationships that exist between real persons and real groups in ordinary human Kachin society.

The gods denote the good relationships which carry honour and respect, the spooks and the witches denote the bad relationships of jealousy, malice and suspicion. Witchcraft becomes manifest when the moral constraints of the ideally correct social order lose their force.\(^4\)

Professor Firth argues, in a similar fashion, that judgement about the rationality of beliefs is irrelevant to the purposes of the anthropologist. It is, he writes, 'not important for an anthropological study whether witches exist or not . . . we are dealing here only with human relations'.\(^5\)

Religious experience is essentially a product of human problems, dispositions and relationships. . . . In its own rather different way it is to some extent an alternative to art, symbolising and attributing value to human existence and human endeavour. . . . At the level of human dilemma, creative activity and symbolic imagery, indeed, religious concepts and values can be taken as real; they are true in their context. With the claim that their basic postulates have an autonomous, absolute validity I do not agree. But to us anthropologists the important thing is their affirmation of their autonomy, their validity, their truth — not the metaphysical question, whether they are correct in saying so. Basically, in an anthropological study of religion, as in studies of art, we are concerned with the relevance of such affirmations rather than with their ultimate validity.\(^6\)

The most systematic recent statement of this position is by Dr Beattie.\(^7\) According to Beattie, beliefs associated with ritual are essentially expressive and symbolic. Thus, 'for the magician, as for the artist, the basic question is not whether his ritual is true in the sense of corresponding exactly with some empirically ascertainable reality, but rather whether it says, in apt symbolic language, what it is sought, and held important, to say'.\(^8\) More generally,

although not all of what we used to call 'primitive' thought is mystical and symbolic, some is, just as some — though less of 'western' thought is. If it is 'explanatory', it is so in a very different way from science. Thus it requires its own distinct kind of analysis. No sensible person subjects a sonnet or a sonata to the same kind of examination and testing as he does a scientific hypothesis, even though each contains it own kind of 'truth'. Likewise, the sensible student of myth, magic and religion will, I think, be well advised to recognise that their tenets are not scientific propositions, based on experience and on a belief in the uniformity of nature, and that they cannot be adequately
understood as if they were. Rather, as symbolic statements, they are to be understood by a delicate investigation of the levels and varieties of meaning which they have for their practitioners, by eliciting, through comparative and contextual study, the principles of association in terms of which they are articulated, and by investigating the kinds of symbolic classifications which they imply.9

Thus the first answer to our problem amounts to the refusal to answer it, on the grounds that it is nonsensical (Leach), or irrelevant (Firth), or misdirected (Bartlett).10

(2) The second answer to the problem comes down to the claim that there are certain criteria which we can apply both to modern and to primitive beliefs which show the latter to be quite incomprehensible. (I leave until later the question of whether this claim is itself intelligible.)

As an example, take the following passage from Elsdon Best:

The mentality of the Maori is of an intensely mystical nature. . . . We hear of many singular theories about Maori beliefs and Maori thought, but the truth is that we do not understand either, and, what is more, we never shall. We shall never know the inwardness of the native mind. For that would mean tracing our steps, for many centuries, back into the dim past, far back to the time when we also possessed the mind of primitive man. And the gates have long closed on that hidden road.11

A similar view was expressed by the Seligmans about the tribes of the Pagan Sudan: 'On this subject [of magic] the black man and the white regard each other with amazement: each considers the behaviour of the other incomprehensible, totally unrelated to everyday experience, and entirely disregarding the known laws of cause and effect.'12

(3) The third answer amounts to the hypothesis that primitive magical and religious beliefs are attempted explanations of phenomena. This involves the claim that they satisfy certain given criteria of rationality by virtue of certain rational procedures of thought and observation being followed; on the other hand they are (more or less) mistaken and to be judged as (more or less) unsuccessful explanations against the canons of science (and modern common sense).

The classical exponents of this position were Tylor and Frazer, especially in their celebrated 'intellectualist' theory of magic. Professor Evans-Pritchard has succinctly summarised their standpoint as follows:
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They considered that primitive man had reached his conclusions about the efficacy of magic from rational observation and deduction in much the same way as men of science reach their conclusions about natural laws. Underlying all magical ritual is a rational process of thought. The ritual of magic follows from its ideology. It is true that the deductions of a magician are false - had they been true they would have been scientific and not magical - but they are nevertheless based on genuine observation. For classification of phenomena by the similarities which exist between them is the procedure of science as well as of magic and is the first essential process of human knowledge. Where the magician goes wrong is in inferring that because things are alike in one or more respects they have a mystical link between them whereas in fact the link is not a real link but an ideal connection in the mind of the magician. . . . A causal relationship exists in his mind but not in nature. It is a subjective and not an objective connection. Hence the savage mistakes an ideal analogy for a real connection.13

Their theory of religion was likewise both rationalistic and derogatory: Frazer in particular held religion to be less rational (though more complex) than the 'occult science' of magic because it postulated a world of capricious personal beings rather than a uniform law-governed nature.14

There has recently been elaborated a highly sophisticated version of this position on the part of a number of writers, who have stressed the explanatory purport of primitive magical and religious beliefs. In a brilliant paper,15 Dr Robin Horton treats traditional African religious systems as theoretical models akin to those of the sciences, arguing that many of the supposed differences between these two modes of thought result, more than anything else, from differences of idiom used in their respective theoretical models. He is less interested in the contrasts revealed by the content of the two sorts of theories than in the continuities to be found in their respective aims and methods. In both cases there is: (i) a quest for explanation by seeking unity underlying apparent diversity, simplicity underlying apparent complexity, order underlying apparent disorder, regularity underlying apparent anomaly; (ii) the placing of things in a causal context wider than that provided by common sense; (iii) the playing of a complementary role to common sense; (iv) the variation of theoretical level according to context; (v) explanation by means of abstraction, analysis and reintegration; (vi) the
use of analogy between puzzling observations to be explained and already familiar phenomena; (vii) the restriction to only limited aspects of such phenomena; and (viii) the development of theoretical models obscuring the original analogies. As an example, Horton takes the case of the diagnosis of disease in traditional Africa, which, though reference is made to spiritual agencies, usually identifies 'the human hatreds, jealousies, and misdeeds, that have brought such agencies into play'. Hence he even argues that such diagnosis often offers highly plausible social-cause explanations of sickness, both bodily and mental. More generally, his aim is to break down the contrast between traditional religious thought as 'non-empirical' and scientific thought as 'empirical'.

In the first place, the contrast is misleading because traditional religious thought is no more nor less interested in the natural causes of things than is the theoretical thought of the sciences. Indeed, the intellectual function of its supernatural beings (as, too, that of atoms, waves, etc) is the extension of people's vision of natural causes. In the second place, the contrast is misleading because traditional religious theory clearly does more than postulate causal connections that bear no relation to experience. Some of the connections it postulates are, by the standards of modern medical science, almost certainly real ones. To some extent, then, it successfully grasps reality... Given the basic process of theory-making, and an environmental stability which gives theory plenty of time to adjust to experience, a people's belief-system may come, even in the absence of scientific method, to grasp at least some significant causal connections which lie beyond the range of common sense.

Horton's case is not that traditional magico-religious thought is a variety of scientific thought but that both aim at and partially succeed in grasping causal connections. He also, of course, maintains that 'scientific method is undoubtedly the surest and most efficient tool for arriving at beliefs that are successful in this respect' and examines the different ways in which traditional and scientific thought relate to experience; his case is that these can ultimately be traced to the differences between 'closed' traditional cultures 'characterised by lack of awareness of alternatives, sacredness of beliefs, and anxiety about threats to them' and 'open' scientifically orientated cultures 'characterised by awareness of alternatives, diminished sacredness of beliefs, and diminished anxiety about threats to them'.

Thus the third answer to our problem involves the application of given rational criteria to prima facie irrational beliefs which show them to be largely rational in method, purpose and form, though unscientific, and more or less (for Tylor and Frazer, entirely; for Horton, less than we thought) irrational in content. Durkheim put this case, with customary clarity, as follows:

it is through [primitive religion] that a first explanation of the word has been made possible. ... When I learn that A regularly precedes B, my knowledge is enriched by a new item, but my understanding is not at all satisfied with a statement which does not appear rationally justified. I commence to understand only when it is possible for me to conceive B in a perspective that makes it appear to me as something that is not foreign to A, as united to A by some intelligible relationship. The great service that the religions have rendered to thought is that they have constructed a first representation of what these intelligible relationships between things might be. In the circumstances under which it was attempted, the enterprise could obviously attain only precarious results. But then, does it ever attain any that are definitive, and is it not necessary ceaselessly to reconsider them? And also, it is less important to succeed than to try. ... The explanations of contemporary science are sure of being objective because they are more methodical and because they rest on more rigorously controlled observations, but they do not differ in nature from those which satisfy primitive thought.

(4) The fourth position we are to consider is that of Lucien Lévy-Bruhl (until the time of writing Les Carnets). This is, as we shall see, crucially ambiguous on the point of concern to us.

Lévy-Bruhl's central theme was to emphasise the differences between the content of two types of beliefs (seen as Durkheimian représentations collectives): those characteristic of primitive societies and those characteristic of 'scientific' thinking. He tried to bring out those aspects in which these two types of belief differed; as he wrote: 'I intended to bring fully to light the mystical aspect of primitive mentality in contrast with the rational aspect of the mentality of our societies.' Thus primitive beliefs were characteristically mystical, in the sense of being committed to 'forces, influences, powers imperceptible to the senses, and never the less real'. Indeed,

the reality in which primitives move is itself mystical. There is not a
being, not an object, not a natural phenomenon that appears in their collective representations in the way that it appears to us. Almost all that we see therein escapes them, or is a matter of indifference to them. On the other hand, they see many things of which we are unaware.26

Furthermore, their thought is (in his confusing but revealing term) ‘prelogical’:27 that is ‘[it] is not constrained above all else, as ours is, to avoid contradictions. The same logical exigencies are not in its case always present. What to our eyes is impossible or absurd, it sometimes will admit without seeing any difficulty.28

Lévy-Bruhl endorsed Evans-Pritchard’s account of his viewpoint as seeking ‘to understand the characteristics of mystical thought and to define these qualities and to compare them with the qualities of scientific thought’;29 thus it is ‘not in accord with reality and may also be mystical where it assumes the existence of supra-sensible forces’30 and is not ‘“logical” in the sense in which a modern logician would use the term’,31 so that ‘primitive beliefs when tested by the rules of thought laid down by logicians are found to contravene those rules’.32 ‘Objects, beings, phenomena’ could be ‘in a manner incomprehensible to us, at once both themselves and something other than themselves’.33 Thus according to given criteria derived from ‘scientific’ thought, ‘mystical’ and ‘prelogical’ thought was to be judged unsuccessful. Yet Lévy-Bruhl also wants to say that there are criteria which it satisfies. Hence, he wants to say that there is a sense in which the supra-sensible forces are ‘real’. Thus, as we have seen, he writes of mystical forces as being ‘never the less real’.34 (On the other hand, he came to see that the primitive is not uniquely preoccupied with the mystical powers of beings and objects35 and has a basic, practical notion of reality too.) Again, he explicitly endorses Evans-Pritchard’s interpretation that ‘primitive thought is eminently coherent, perhaps over-coherent. . . . Beliefs are co-ordinated with other beliefs and behaviour into an organised system’.36 Yet he is crucially ambiguous about the nature of this coherence. On the one hand he writes that it is ‘logical’; ‘[t]he fact that the “patterns of thought” are different does not, once the premises have been given, prevent the “primitive” from reasoning like us and, in this sense, his thought is neither more nor less “logical” than ours’.37 Yet, on the other hand, he appears to accept the propositions that mystical thought is ‘intellectually consistent even if it is not logically consistent’38 and that it is ‘organised into a coherent system with a logic of its own’.39

Thus Lévy-Bruhl’s position is an uneasy compromise, maintaining that primitive ‘mystical’ and ‘prelogical’ beliefs are on our standards irrational, but that on other (unspecified) standards they are about ‘real’ phenomena and ‘logical’.40

(5) The fifth answer to our problem asserts that there is a strong case for assuming that, in principle, seemingly irrational belief-systems in primitive societies are to be interpreted as rational. It has been most clearly stated by Professor Peter Winch,41 and it has been claimed that Evans-Pritchard’s book Nuer Religion supports it.42 According to Winch’s view, when an observer is faced with seemingly irrational beliefs in a primitive society, he should seek contextually given criteria according to which they may appear rational.

Winch objects to Evans-Pritchard’s approach in Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic among the Azande on the grounds that the criteria of rationality which he applies there are alien to the context. According to Evans-Pritchard:

It is an inevitable conclusion from Zande descriptions of witchcraft that it is not an objective reality. The physiological condition which is said to be the seat of witchcraft, and which I believe to be nothing more than food passing through the small intestine, is an objective condition, but the qualities they attribute to it and the rest of their beliefs about it are mystical. Witches, as Azande conceive them, cannot exist.43

Winch objects to this position on the ground that it relies upon a notion of ‘objective reality’ provided by science: for Evans-Pritchard ‘the scientific conception agrees with what reality actually is like, whereas the magical conception does not’,44 but, Winch maintains, it is a mistake to appeal to any such independent or objective reality. What counts as real depends on the context and the language used (thus ‘it is within the religious use of language that the conception of God’s reality has its place’);45 moreover, ‘[w]hat is real and what is unreal shows itself in the sense that language has . . . we could not in fact distinguish the real from the unreal without understanding the way this distinction operates in the language’.46 Thus European scepticism is misplaced and (we must suppose) Zande witchcraft is real.

Again, Winch objects to Evans-Pritchard’s account of contradictions in the Zande belief-system. The Zande believe that a suspect may be proved a witch by post-mortem examination of his intestines
for witchcraft-substance; they also believe that this is inherited through the male line. Evans-Pritchard writes:

To our minds it appears evident that if a man is proven a witch the whole of his clan are ipso facto witches, since the Zande clan is a group of persons related biologically to one another through the male line. Azande see the sense of this argument but they do not accept its conclusions, and it would involve the whole notion of witchcraft in contradiction were they to do so... Azande do not perceive the contradiction as we perceive it because they have no theoretical interest in the subject, and those situations in which they express their belief in witchcraft do not force the problem upon them.47

Winch’s comment on this passage is that

the context from which the suggestion about the contradiction is made, the context of our scientific culture, is not on the same level as the context in which the beliefs about witchcraft operate. Zande notions of witchcraft do not constitute a theoretical system in terms of which Azande try to gain a quasi-scientific understanding of the world. This in its turn suggests that it is the European, obsessed with pressing Zande thought where it would not naturally go – to a contradiction – who is guilty of misunderstanding, not the Zande. The European is in fact committing a category-mistake.48

Thus Winch’s complaint against Evans-Pritchard’s treatment of the Azande is ‘that he did not take seriously enough the idea that the concepts used by primitive peoples can only be interpreted in the context of the way of life of these peoples’;49 thus we cannot legislate about what is real for them or what counts as a contradiction in their beliefs.50 Moreover, Winch goes on to argue, rationality itself is context- or culture-dependent. ‘We start’, he writes, ‘from the position that standards of rationality in different societies do not always coincide; from the possibility, therefore, that the standards of rationality current in S are different from our own... what we are concerned with are differences in criteria of rationality’.51 He objects to the view, expressed by Professor MacIntyre, that ‘the beginning of an explanation of why certain criteria are taken to be rational in some societies is that they are rational. And since this last has to enter into our explanation we cannot explain social behaviour independently of our own norms of rationality’.52 Winch’s case against this is that rationality in the end comes down to ‘conformity to norms’; how this
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notion is to be applied to a given society ‘will depend on our reading of their conformity to norms – what counts for them as conformity and what does not’.53

Let us see how Evans-Pritchard’s Nuer Religion could be seen as an exemplification of Winch’s approach. In the chapter entitled ‘The Problem of Symbols’ Evans-Pritchard attempts to show that the Nuer, although they appear to say contradictory and inconsistent things, do not really do so. Thus,

It seems odd, if not absurd, to a European when he is told that a twin is a bird as though it were an obvious fact, for Nuer are not saying that a twin is like a bird, but that it is a bird. There seems to be complete contradiction in the statement; and it was precisely on statements of this kind recorded by observers of primitive peoples that Lévy-Bruhl based his theory of the prelogical mentality of these peoples, its chief characteristic being, in his view, that it permits such evident contradictions – that a thing can be what it is and at the same time something altogether different.54

However, ‘no contradiction is involved in the statement which, on the contrary, appears quite sensible and even true, to one who presents the idea to himself in the Nuer language and within their system of religious thought’.55

According to Evans-Pritchard,

the Nuer do not make, or take, the statement that twins are birds in any ordinary sense... in addition to being men and women they are of a twin-birth, and a twin-birth is a special revelation of Spirit; and Nuer express this special character of twins in the ‘twins are birds’ formula because twins and birds, though for different reasons, are both associated with Spirit and this makes twins, like birds, ‘people of the above’ and ‘children of God’, and hence a bird is a suitable symbol in which to express the special relationship in which a twin stands to God.56

Thus, it seems, Evans-Pritchard is claiming that according to Nuer criteria this statement is rational and consistent, indeed ‘quite sensible and even true’. As he writes, towards the end of the book, ‘It is in the nature of the subject that there should be ambiguity and paradox. I am aware that in consequence I have not been able to avoid what must appear to the reader to be obscurities, and even contradictions, in my account’.57
We shall return below to this example and to the question of whether in fact it is a practical application of Winch's views. Here let us merely restate the fifth answer to our problem: that it is likely in principle that beliefs that appear to be irrational can be reinterpreted as rational, in the light of criteria of rationality to be discovered in the culture in which they occur. (Of course, individual beliefs may fail according to these criteria, but Winch seems to hold that no reasonably large set of beliefs could do so.)

The use of the word 'rational' and its cognates has caused untold confusion and obscurity, especially in the writings of sociological theorists. This, however, is not the best reason for seeking to break our problem down into different elements. There are strong reasons for suspecting that the first mistake is to suppose that there is a single answer to it; and this suspicion is only reinforced by the very plausibility of most of the statements cited in the foregoing section.

What is it for a belief or set of beliefs to be irrational? A belief may be characterised as a proposition accepted as true. Beliefs, or sets of beliefs, are said to be irrational if they are inadequate in certain ways: (i) if they are illogical, for example, inconsistent or (self-) contradictory, consisting of or relying on invalid inferences, and so on; (ii) if they are, partially or wholly, false; (iii) if they are nonsensical (though it may be questioned whether they would then qualify as propositions and thus as beliefs); (iv) if they are situationally specific or ad hoc, that is, not universalised because bound to particular occasions; (v) if the ways in which they come to be held or the manner in which they are held are seen as deficient in some respect. For example: (a) the beliefs may be based, partially or wholly, on irrelevant considerations; (b) they may be based on insufficient evidence; (c) they may be held uncritically, that is, not held open to reformation or modification by experience, regarded as 'sacred' and protected by 'secondary elaboration' against disconfirming evidence; (d) the beliefs may be held unreflectively, without conscious consideration of their assumptions and implications, relations to other beliefs, and so on (though here the irrationality may be predicated of the believer rather than the belief).

In addition, there are other well-used senses of 'rational' as applied to actions, such as (vi) the widest sense of simply goal-directed action; (vii) the sense in which an action is said to be (maximally) rational if what is in fact the most efficient means is adopted to achieve a given end; (viii) the sense in which the means that is believed by the agent to be the most efficient is adopted to achieve the agent's end (whatever it may be); (ix) the sense in which an action is in fact conducive to the agent's (expressed or unexpressed) 'long-term' ends; (x) the sense in which the agent's ends are the ends he ought to have.

In this section I shall suggest that some criteria of rationality are universal, that is relevantly applicable to all beliefs, in any context, while others are context-dependent, that is, are to be discovered by investigating the context and are only relevantly applicable to beliefs in that context. I shall argue (as against Winch) that beliefs are not only to be evaluated by the criteria that are to be discovered in the context in which they are held; they must also be evaluated by criteria of rationality that simply are criteria of rationality, as opposed to criteria of rationality in context c. In what follows universal criteria will be called 'rational (I) criteria' and context-dependent criteria 'rational (2) criteria'.

Let us assume we are discussing the beliefs of a society S. One can then draw a distinction between two sets of questions. One can ask, in the first place: (i) what for society S are the criteria of rationality in general? And, second, one can ask: (ii) what are the appropriate criteria to apply to a given class of beliefs within that society?

(i) In so far as Winch seems to be saying that the answer to the first question is culture-dependent, he must be wrong, or at least we could never know if he were right; indeed we cannot even conceive what it could be for him to be right. In the first place, the existence of a common reality is a necessary precondition of our understanding S's language. This does not mean that we and the members of S must agree about all the facts (which are the joint products of language and reality); any given true statement in S's language may be untranslatable into ours and vice versa. As Whorf wrote, 'language dissected nature in many different ways'. What must be the case is that S must have our distinction between truth and falsity if we are to understand its language, for, if per impossibile it did not, we would be unable even to agree about what counts as the successful identification of public (spatio-temporally located) objects. Moreover, any culture, scientific or not, which engages in successful prediction (and it is difficult to see how any society could survive which did not) must presuppose a given reality. Winch may write that 'our idea of what belongs to the realm of reality is given for us in the language that we use' and he may castigate Evans-Pritchard as 'wrong, and crucially wrong, in his attempt to characterise the scientific in terms of that which is 'in accord with
objective reality". But, it is, so to speak, no accident that the predictions of both primitive and modern common sense and of science come off. Prediction would be absurd unless there were events to predict. Both primitive and modern men predict in roughly the same ways; also they can learn each other's languages. Thus they each assume an independent reality, which they share.

In the second place, S's language must have operable logical rules and not all of these can be pure matters of convention. Winch states that 'logical relations between propositions ... depend on social relations between men'. Does this imply that the concept of negation and the laws of identity and non-contradiction need not operate in S's language? If so, then it must be mistaken, for if the members of S do not possess even these, how could we ever understand their thought, their inferences and arguments? Could they even be credited with the possibility of inferring, arguing or even thinking? If, for example, they were unable to see that the truth of p excludes the truth of its denial, how could they ever communicate truths to one another and reason from them to other truths? Winch half sees this point when he writes that

the possibilities of our grasping forms of rationality different from ours in an alien culture ... are limited by certain formal requirements centering round the demand for consistency. But these formal requirements tell us nothing about what in particular is to count as consistency, just as the rules of the propositional calculus limit, but do not themselves determine, what are to be proper values of p, q, etc.

But this is merely a (misleading) way of saying that it is the content of propositions, not the logical relations between them, that is dependent on social relations between men.

It follows that if S has a language, it must, minimally, possess criteria of truth (as correspondence to reality) and logic, which we share with it and which simply are criteria of rationality. The only alternative conclusion is Elsden Best's, indicated in position (ii) above (p. 124), which seeks to state the (self-contradictory) proposition that S's thought (and language) operate according to quite different criteria and that it is literally incomprehensible to us. But if the members of S really did not have our criteria of truth and logic, we would have no grounds for attributing to them language, thought or beliefs and would a fortiori be unable to make any statements about these.

Thus the first two ways that beliefs may be irrational that are specified above (p. 132) are fundamental and result from the application of rational (1) criteria. Moreover, it can be shown that the other types of irrationality of belief indicated there are dependent on the use of such criteria. Thus nonsense (iii) and the failure to universalise (iv) may be seen as bad logic (for example: self-contradiction and bad reasoning). Whether this is the most useful way to characterise a particular belief in a given case is another question. Again, the types of irrationality relating to the ways of arriving at and of holding beliefs are dependent on rational (1) criteria. Thus (v) (a)-(d) are simply methodological inadequacies: they result from not following certain procedures that can be trusted to lead us to truths. Again, in the sense of 'rational' relating to actions, senses (vii) and (ix) require the application of rational (1) criteria.

Thus the general standpoint of position (3) above (p. 124) is vindicated. In so far as primitive magico-religious beliefs are logical and follow methodologically sound procedures, they are, so far, rational (1); in so far as they are, partially or wholly, false, they are not. Also part of Lévy-Bruhl's position is vindicated. In so far as 'mystical' and 'prelogical' can be interpreted as false and invalid, primitive (and analogous modern) beliefs are irrational (1).

(ii) What, now, about the question of whether there are any criteria which it is appropriate to apply to a given class of beliefs within S? In the first place, the context may provide criteria specifying which beliefs may acceptably go together. Such criteria may or may not violate the laws of logic. Where they do, the beliefs are characteristically labelled 'mysterious'. Then there are contextually provided criteria of truth; thus a study of Nuer religion provides the means for deciding whether 'twins are birds' is, for the Nuer, to be counted as 'true'. Such criteria may apply to beliefs (that is, propositions accepted as true) which do not satisfy rational (1) criteria in so far as they do not and could not correspond with 'reality': that is, in so far as they are in principle neither directly verifiable nor directly falsifiable by empirical means. (They may, of course, be said to relate to 'reality' in another sense; alternatively, they may be analysed in terms of the coherence or pragmatist theories of truth.) This is to disagree with Leach and Beattie, who seek to discount the fact that beliefs are accepted as true and argue that they must be interpreted metaphorically. But it is also to disagree with the Frazer-Tylor approach, which would simply count them false because they are 'non-objective'.

There are (obviously) contextually provided criteria of meaning.
Again, there are contextually provided criteria which make particular beliefs appropriate in particular circumstances. There are also contextually provided criteria which specify the best way to arrive at and hold beliefs. In general, there are contextually provided criteria for deciding what counts as a 'good reason' for holding a belief.

Thus, reverting to our schema of ways that beliefs can be irrational (pp. 132–3), it will be seen that, for any or all of a particular class of beliefs in a society, there may be contextually provided criteria according to which they are 'consistent' or 'inconsistent', 'true' or 'false', meaningful or nonsensical, appropriate or inappropriate in the circumstances, soundly or unsoundly reached, properly or improperly held, and in general based on good or bad reasons. Likewise, with respect to the rationality of actions, the context may provide criteria against which the agent's reason for acting and even the ends of his action may be judged adequate or inadequate.

Thus the first position taken above (p. 122) is largely vindicated, in so far as it is really pointing to the need to allow for contextual (for example symbolic) interpretation, but mistaken in so far as it ignores the fact that beliefs purport to be true and relies exclusively upon the non-explanatory notion of 'metaphor'. The third position is mistaken (or inadequate) only in so far as it denies (or ignores) the relevance of rational (2) criteria. The fourth position foresees that advanced here, but it is misleading (as Lévy-Bruh himself came to see) in so far as it suggests that rational (1) criteria are not universal and fundamental. The fifth position is ambiguous. In so far as Winch is claiming that there are no rational (1) criteria, he appears mistaken. In so far as he is claiming that there are rational (2) criteria, he appears correct. I take the quotations from Nuer Religion to support the latter claim.

One may conclude that all beliefs are to be evaluated by both rational (1) and rational (2) criteria. Sometimes, as in the case of religious beliefs, rational (1) truth criteria will not take the analysis very far. Often rational (1) criteria of logic do not reveal anything positive about relations between beliefs that are to be explicated in terms of 'provides a reason for'. Sometimes rational (1) criteria appear less important than 'what the situation demands'. In all these cases, rational (2) criteria are illuminating. But they do not make rational (1) criteria dispensable. They could not, for the latter, specify the ultimate constraints to which thought is subject: that is, they are fundamental and universal in the sense that any society which possesses what we may justifiably call a language must apply them in general, though particular beliefs, or sets of beliefs, may violate them.

If both sorts of criteria are required for the understanding of beliefs (for they enable us to grasp their truth conditions and their interrelations), they are equally necessary to the explanation of why they are held, how they operate and what their social consequences are. Thus only by the application of rational (1) criteria is it possible to see how beliefs which fail to satisfy them can come to be rationally criticised, or fail to be. On the other hand, it is usually only by the application of rational (2) criteria that the point and significance that beliefs have for those that hold them can be grasped. Rational (1) and rational (2) criteria are necessary both to understand and to explain.